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ABSTRACT 

The Internet is making our life very easier. At present, people are quickly buying each and 

everything that they need sitting in the home. There is no need to go to the market. In this 

continuation, our project will guarantee people to get fresh and organic vegetables at the lowest 

possible price at home. As well as those who produce these vegetables they will get a fair price. 

There are many online vegetable markets sites in online, but our project is totally different and it 

is focused on the Bangladeshi users. In this project we try to develop an online marketplace system 

where farmer and consumer are connected each other via us. The requirements of this platform 

collected from different place and different people. We tried to know what customers wants. The 

design of the raised system was done as per the user demand. The system is implemented using 

html, css, bootstrap, java script, j query, ajax, php, laravel and content management system. The 

system was tested for different functions and found satisfactory. In future the system will be 

integrated for smart phone user. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Introduction 

Bangladesh is an agricultural country. Agriculture is one of the biggest producing area 

of the economy since it contains about 14.10% of the country’s Gross domestic product 

and employs almost 41% of the entire labour force [1]. The contribution of this area has 

an overwhelming influence on key macroeconomic motives like employment 

generation, poverty alleviation, human resources development and food safety. Today 

our agricultural economy is under threat because of some unscrupulous businessmen. 

Where all the profits are going to the third party. As a result, farmers are not getting fair 

prices but in the same time consumers are paying high. We have tried to solve this 

problem. We will guarantee the farmers a fair price as well as provide organic 

vegetables to the consumers with the lowest cost.  

1.2 Motivation 

 

Bangladesh has a primarily agrarian economy. Most Bangladeshis obtain their living 

from agriculture. Today’s farmer does not produce organic vegetable. For more profit 

they use chemical that harmful for human but they do not get proper price of their 

product. The profits go to the third party. At the same time consumers pay high prices 

but they do not get fresh and organic products. 

From Table-1 we can easily understand that there is a high price difference between 

farmers and consumers. For same product but different places the price is different. 

Table 1: Price of some vegetable for different location (20-10-2019). 

Vegetable names Price in Rangpur Price in Bogura Price in Dhaka 

Potato 5 6 20 

Tomato 40 35 90 

carrot 30 32 70 

Onion 60 65 100 

Pumpkin 20 20 50 

eggplant 15 10 40 

green chili 40 35 80 
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When a truck arrives in Dhaka with vegetables from the village, it crosses many levels 

through various types of third parties and Subscription. As a result, prices are doubled 

and vegetables are not fresher for time consuming so traders use extra chemicals to 

keep them fresh. 

1.3 Objectives 

The main purpose of online vegetable marketplace is to providing fresh and organic 

product with a minimal cost to the customers. At the same time ensuring good prices 

for the farmer. 

The goals of our project are: 

 Producing organic vegetables.

 Producing off-seasonal vegetables.

 Ensuring a good price for the farmer.

 Fresh and organic product for the consumers.

 A possible lowest cost for the consumer.

 Farmer and consumer will be communicating with each other via us.

 Prices will be regulated

1.3 Expected Outcome 

In our Project our main focus is to provide fresh and organic vegetable with lowest cost 

for the consumer. In the same time ensuring a good price for the farmer. For that, firstly 

we will train the farmer about producing organic vegetable then this vegetable will be 

delivering to consumer homes. 

The system is very simple. Consumer can easily order vegetables by sharing their phone 

numbers and locations. In the meantime, we will store the information in our database. 

The system also will be able to work on any web browsers platform and can be accessed 

anywhere via internet. The system also will be secured as it will protect the confidential 

and privacy of data effectively. 

1.4 Report Layout 

Section 1 contain introduction, objectives, motivation and the prospective result of our 

project. In Section 2 contains the works related with our app, comparative studies and 

the challenges we have to face to implement this web app. In Section 3 contain 

requirement specification such as business process modeling, requirement analysis and 
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modeling, logical data model and design requirement. In Section 4 contains the Front-

end design, back-end design interaction design and UX and implementation 

requirements are described in this section. In Section 5 contain the implementation of 

data base, implementation of front-end design, implementation of interaction, testing 

implementation and test results and reports. The subject to describe. In Section 6 

contain conclusion and the future scope of our project. 
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CHAPTER 2 

BACKGROUND 

 2.1 Introduction 

In our project Astha “An online market place for agro product” we will work for

farmer and consumer. Our principal goal is how to develop our farmer’s economy by 

producing organic vegetable at the same time How to deliver fresh and organic 

vegetables to customer's house with a minimal cost. But our online vegetable 

marketplace is only deal with the consumer. Two types of customers will be visited our 

site. First ones registered customer who registered in our system by sharing their name, 

phone number and location. Second ones are unregistered customer but both are 

ordering vegetables. For unregistered customer they will must be sharing their phone 

number and location in order time. 

2.2 Related Works  

Chaldal.com, Fosholi Apps etc. 

2.3 Comparative Studies 

Chaldal.com sells normal vegetable. They can't ensure the organity of product but their 

product price is so high. But we can ensure the fresh and organic product with a minimal 

cost. 

Fosholi working with farmer. They trained to farmer how to increasing productivity but 

Fosholi has no online market place for selling product. 

2.4 Scope of the Problems  

Its web application, so if the customer does not have smart phone or if they do not 

know how to use smart phone it will be no effective for them.  

2.5 Challenges 

 Producing organic vegetables.

 Keeping freshness of vegetables.

 cost maintaining

 Delivery time
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CHAPTER 3 

SOFTWARE REQUIREMENT SPECIFICATION 

 3.1 Business Process Model 

BPM or Business Process Model is the graphical portrayal of an organization's business 

procedures or work processes, as a method for recognizing potential enhancements. It 

incorporates some procedure, starts and image, condition as like a stream outline [2]. 

In our framework we build a BPM model which tells the best way to administrator 

transfer the item subtleties. What's more, it additionally shows that who the client 

requests the product. The data is will be spared in database by the Admin. Figure 3.1 

shows business procedure demonstrating. 

 

  Admin 

 

 

 

 

     Customer 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.1 Business Process Model 

3.2 Requirement Collection and Analysis 

Requirement collection and analysis are very significant term to develop a system or 

any kind of web application. Before any programming should be possible choices 

should have been made on which advancements ought to be utilized to program the 

Login 

View 

Add phone, 
address 

Confirm order 

Upload 
product 
details 

Save & share 

Select 
product 

Save the 
informati

on 
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venture with. Coming up next is a basic assessment of the diverse programming dialects 

that could be utilized to program such an online application. 

It meets the goal of the user and the admin. As our application is concerned with the 

requirement of customer so we collect the customer requirement that they want. They 

all suggested developing a simple application which they can use expediently. They can 

easily visit the site and view the product details, searching product and order the 

products and when they ordered the products they see the order list in screen with total 

price, delivery time etc. 

3.3 Use Case Model 

A use-case model is a model of how various kinds of clients cooperate with the 

framework to take care of an issue. In that capacity, it depicts the objectives of the 

clients, the communications between the clients and the framework, and the necessary 

conduct of the framework in fulfilling these objectives [3]. 

 System Use Case:

The system has the following set of use cases. Figure: 3.2 is describing the System use 

case. Admin can upload product details by Log In. 

Customer user may visit the portal, view the product list, search other product list, login 

to the site but can’t uploading product details. 

Figure: 3.2 System Use Case 
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 Use Case of LOG IN for Admin: 

Admin can upload product details by Log In. Figure: 3.3 describe the Login use case. 

 

             

 
 

                                            Figure: 3.3 Log in for Upload product details 

 

Use Case Details: 

  
Use case name  : Login (For Upload Product Details) 

Precondition               : None 

Actor                           : Admin 

Primary Path               : 1. Login ID 

                                      2. Password 

                                      3. “Login”  

Exceptional path         : 3.1: Invalid Login ID/ password, back to step 1 or 2.  

 Use case for upload product details:  

After the Log in the registered admin can uploading product details. Figure: 3.4 describe 

the upload product details use case.  
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Figure: 3.4 Upload product details 

                                

Use Case Details: 

  
Use case name            : Upload product details 

Precondition                : Log In 

Actor                           :  Admin 

Primary Path               :  1. Product name 

                                      2. Price 

 Use case for Visit Portal:  

Customer can visit the portal without any Log in. Figure: 3.5 describe the visit portal 

use case. They can view the product and search product in web site page.        

                                                                               

Figure: 3.5 Visit Portal 
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Use Case Details: 

Use case name           : Visit website 

Precondition             : None 

Actor                        : Customer 

Primary path              : 1. Enter URL 

                                       2. View product 

                                       3. Search product 

                                       4. Log in for Create Account 

Exceptional path      : 1.1 Wrong URL/ Invalid URL, back to 1. 

 Use Case of LOG IN for Customer:  

Customer can create account and setting account, registration process and contact by 

Log In. Figure: 3.6 describe the Login use case for participants. 

 
 

Figure: 3.6 Log in for Customer 

Use Case Details: 

Use case name           : Log in  

Precondition            : None 

Actor                     : Participants  

Primary Path         :  1. Enter Login ID 

                                       2. Enter Password 

                                3. Click “Login” button 

Exceptional path   : 3.1: Invalid Login ID/ password, back to step 1 or 2. 
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 Use Case of Registration Process:

Customer can complete registration process by adding name, email, phone number and 

can select product / free of cost option on the basis of product order. Figure: 3.7 describe 

the Registration Process for customer.  

Figure: 3.7 Registration Process 

Use Case Details: 

Use case name     : Registration Process 

Precondition     : Log in 

Actor     : Customer 

Primary path     : 1. Log in 

2. Registration Form

Exceptional path : 1.1 Invalid Login process, back to step 1 

 Use case Approve Registration:

Admin have to approve the registration submitted by the client. Figure: 3.8 describe 

the Approve Registration use case.    
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Figure: 3.8 Approve Registration 

 

Use Case Details: 
 

Use case name   

Precondition 

Actor                           

Primary path     

 

 

 

Exceptional path     

  : Approve Registration  

  : Log in 

  : Admin 

  :  1. Log in 

     2. Approve Registration 

     3. View List of Customer  

     4. Sent Email Notification 

: 1.1 Invalid Login process, back to step 1  

 

3.4 Logical Data Model 

Our task's sensible information model has social table named Admin, client and item 

subtleties. Here, we can portray how these elements are associated with one another. 

The absolute social model has appeared on the accompanying figure 3.3. 
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Figure: 3.9 Logical Data Model 

3.5 Design Requirement 

A well structure web application is delight to utilize. Our application gives 

administration to the client conveying their arranged item at home. Here, client can be 

visit, searching, ordering and done the enlistment. Despite the fact that the clients of 

our application are client however we attempt to make the interface of the application 

helpful to the client. Well structure of web application is exceptionally fundamental 

however we should focus to the yield plan of the application first. Client ordinarily 

utilizes this application to keep up their own data which is required by the Admin. So 

rearranging this application by making UI basic is our essential duty.     
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CHAPTER 4 

DESIGN SPECIFICATION 

4.1 Front-end Design 

First page of web application must draw the consideration of the client. To make our 

application appealing to the client we utilize some Graphical User Interface (GUI). We 

plan our undertaking with effectively reasonable GUI so that, the client can without 

much of a stretch access the application. In the first page we essentially utilize an 

enrollment alternative and a sign in choice. To sign in this application, the client must 

finish the enrollment first. 

4.2 Back-end Design 

Back end configuration is just observed by the programmer. By what method will the 

application collaborate with the client is executed in the back end. Client can't cooperate 

with the back end structure. As our undertaking keep up the data and request that send 

by the customer so we have to make a database to store these data. We additionally give 

the remarkable id of the client. We use MySQL to make the database. The following 

figures portray how we planned the back finish of our venture. Figure 4.1 shows the 

back end structure for the client. This confirmation capacity shows every one of the 

clients who enrolled in the database by utilizing our application. At the point when a 

customer signs in this application, a database is naturally produced for the customer 

 Figure 4.1 shows the back end structure for the client 
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    Figure 4.2 shows the order save in database 

4.3 Interaction Design and UX 

Connection configuration portrays the connection between the application and the 

client. It is significant to know how a lot of web application will prominent among the 

client that relies upon the association of the application with the client. On the off 

chance that the application is advantageous to utilize and it gives an extraordinary result 

to the client at that point it will pick up the prominence. Experience is fundamental for 

association plan. Since predominantly the client encounters centers around the 

experience between the client and the application. From this experience we attempted 

to make the majority of the highlights of our application that can collaborate with the 

client. Despite the fact that our own is a security based web application so we attempted 

to give extraordinary security to them by utilizing the enrollment choice which required 

substantial email id and secret key of the client. UX structure or client experience 

configuration is the most testing part for a developer. Continuously the need to 

concentrate on the experience of client of utilizing web application and how they fulfill 

with an item. We focus on this area and attempted to execute an application that has 

agreeable interface which ought to be acknowledged by the client. 

4.4 Implementation Requirements 

 HTML:

HTML is an acronym which stands for Hyper Text Markup Language which is used for 

creating web pages and web applications. Let's see what is meant by Hypertext Markup 

Language, and Web page. 

Hyper Text: Hypertext simply means "Text within Text." A text has a link within it, is 

a hypertext. Whenever you click on a link which brings you to a new webpage, you 
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have clicked on a hypertext. Hypertext is a way to link two or more web pages (HTML 

documents) with each other’s [4]. 

 CSS:

Research was done into Cascading Vogue Sheets (CSS) and therefore the alternative 

ways it may well be accustomed management each layout and magnificence of the 

location. There was some experimentation with victimization 

Tags and CSS to controlled layout, still as victimization tables to manage layout with 

some CSS to format things like alignment and color. Each approaches provide internet 

developers a great deal of management of web site layout. But pure CSS layout permits 

the designer to finish separate vogue and layout from content, whereas table-based 

layout doesn't afford complete separation of the 2. a decent example of what quantity 

management developer’s victimization pure CSS layout have is that the web site 'CSS 

Zen Garden', the creation of CSS professional Eric Meyers, that isn't solely filled with 

CSS tutorial however additionally uses its homepage to showcase completely different 

CSS designers, which means the location is rarely identical [9]. The employment of 

table layout presently has one major advantage over pure CSS layout and this can be 

the cross-browser compatibility. attributable to it a lot of stable and solid structure {an 

internet site an internet site (a web site} that uses tables can look close to enough 

identical as most typically used web browsers. this can be as a result of though all 

current versions of internet browsers support CSS layout, so every browser's 

development team interpret the CSS standards for layout a bit otherwise, if developers 

want to use pure CSS layout they need to introduce 'hacks' into their CSS victimization 

scripting languages like PHP to examine that browser a user is victimization and, on it 

data, decide that components of the CSS to supply. when researching into CSS, notably 

its use for layout, it had been set that it might be best to use pure CSS layout to manage 

the web site as this can build enlargement and change the location easier within the long 

haul. 

 Bootstrap:

Build responsive, mobile-first comes on the net with the world’s hottest front-end 

element library. 

Bootstrap is associate degree open supply toolkit for developing with markup language, 

CSS, and JS. Quickly image your concepts or build your entire app with our Sass 
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variables and mixings, responsive grid system, in depth prebuilt elements, and powerful 

plugins designed on jQuery. 

 Java Script:

JavaScript (JS) may be a light-weight, taken, or just-in-time compiled artificial 

language with superior functions. Whereas it's most well-known because the scripting 

language for websites, several non-browser environments conjointly use it, like 

Node.js, Apache CouchDB and Adobe jock. JavaScript may be a prototype-based, 

multi-paradigm, dynamic language, supporting object-oriented, imperative, and 

declarative (e.g. useful programming) designs. Scan a lot of concerning JavaScript. 

This section is devoted to the JavaScript language itself, and not the elements that area 

unit specific to websites or alternative host environments. For info concerning genus 

Api’s specific to websites, please see internet genus Api’s and DOM. 

The standard for JavaScript is ECMAScript. As of 2012, all trendy browsers absolutely 

support ECMAScript five.1. Older browsers support a minimum of ECMAScript three. 

On June 17, 2015, ECMA International printed the sixth major version of ECMAScript, 

that is formally known as ECMAScript 2015, and was at first named as ECMAScript 

vi or ES6. Since then, ECMAScript standards area unit on yearly unharness cycles. This 

documentation refers to the most recent draft version that is presently ECMAScript 

2020. 

 PHP:

PHP machine-readable text Pre-processor (PHP) is associate open supply Scripting 

language. The edition of PHP (Version 7) has enforced Object Orientation. This was 

thought of for the project because of a little previous information of the scripting 

language still as a need to expand and improve information and understanding of the 

language. Though there was some previous information of the language this was quite 

restricted as most PHP sites that we've got developed have solely been terribly basic. 

Victimization the language to make some basic input forms and place the incoming 

values into an info. From this basic insight into PHP it had been felt that with some a 

lot of analysis and experimentation this is able to be a superb language to use to create 

the net price tag sales system. Most net Hosting firms provide PHP on their servers as 

default and embrace a MySQL info that the program are written in PHP and act with a 

MySQL info to store and retrieve data that's necessary for the running of the program[6] 
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 Laravel 

Laravel could be a free, ASCII text file PHP net framework, created by Taylor Otwell 

and meant for the event of net applications following the model–view–controller 

(MVC) beaux arts pattern and supported Symphony. a number of the options of Laravel 

area unit a standard packaging system with an avid dependency manager, other ways 

for accessing relative databases, utilities that aid in application preparation and 

maintenance, and its orientation toward syntactical sugar. 

The ASCII text file of Laravel is hosted on GitHub and license beneath the terms of 

university License [9]. 

 JQuery 

JQuery may be a quick and compact JavaScript library created by John Resig in 2006. 

It simplifies markup language document traversing, event handling, animating, and 

mythical being interactions for speedy net Development. With a mix of skillfulness and 

extensibility, jQuery has modified the manner that countless folks write JavaScript. [5] 

Using jQuery there's 2 ways that, native Installation- you'll be able to transfer jQuery 

library on your native machine and embrace it in your markup language code and CDN 

primarily based Version that you'll be able to embrace jQuery library into your markup 

language code directly from Content Delivery Network (CDN)[5]. 
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CHAPTER 5 

Implementation and Testing 

5.1 Implementation of Database 

MySQL is that the worlds hottest open supply info, enabling the efficient delivery of 

reliable, superior and ascendable Web-based and embedded info applications. It's 

supported the structure search language (SQL), That is employed for adding, 

removing, and modifying data within the info. Customary SQL commands, like ADD, 

DROP, INSERT, and UPDATE is used with MySQL [7].  

 Figure 5.1 shows Database of our application. 

5.2 Implementation of Front-end Design 

Just the front end configuration is unmistakable to the client. So it should friendly to 

take a gander at. It likewise should easy to understand and advantageous to utilize. We 

as of now have said that the client of our application is client and the admin. At the first 

page of our application we arrange registration and sign in option, view product, search. 
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Figure 5.2:Shows Home page of our application 
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 Figure 5.3 shows Login form of our application 

 Figure 5.4 shows product list of our application 
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 Figure 5.5 shows ordered product list 

5.3 Implementation of Interactions 

We actualize our application for the client. Communication makes a framework 

appealing and famous to the client. So it's essential to communicate with the client so 

it can get together their need. To interface with the client, we attempt to make our 

application basic and effectively usable. We execute our application with responsive 

UI for better client experience. To actualize a simple interface, we utilize effectively 

justifiable symbol, content and catch choice. Our application is effectively actualized 

with vital gear that can without much of a stretch cooperate with the client. It has a great 

association with the client. 

5.4 Testing and Integration 

Framework testing is a significant stage. Testing speaks to an intriguing peculiarity for 

the product. Unit testing is major for the assertion of the code made during the coding 

period and in this way the goal is to test within basis of the modules. Using the 

organized structure portrayal as a guide, huge ways are tried to reveal bungles inside 

the cutoff of the modules. All utilitarian social execution prerequisites and the blunders 

which are revealed during the testing are remedied. Structure level and just as field level 

approvals are performed in every one of the information passage screens. Program 

testing is only trying various projects that structure a group to accomplish a specific 

objective. During project testing two sorts of blunders will happen to be specific, 

linguistic structure mistakes and intelligent blunders.  
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•Syntax mistakes must be remedied before the program is executed.  

•Handling of information, inappropriate grouping of program proclamation and so 

forth.  

Coming up next are the different stages in the testing procedure [8]. 

Table 5.1: Test case result. 

Serial 

number 

Test case 

ID 

Test case 

Name 

Test case 

explanation 

Step Expected 

Result 

Actual 

Result 

Status 

Pass/fail 

1 Admin 

Login 

Validate 

Login 

 

 

Verified 

Admin 

Log in 

 

Enter 

User ID 

Password 

Log in 

Successful 

Log in 

Error 

 

Log in 

Succes

sful 

 

pass 

2 Customer 

Login 

 

Invalidate 

Login 

 

Verified 

Customer 

Log in 

Enter 

User ID 

Password 

Log in 

Successful 

Log in 

Error 

 

Log in 

Error 

 

fail 

3 User 

Name 

 

Validate 

User 

Name 

 

Verified 

User 

Name 

 

Enter 

User 

Name 

 

User 

Name 

Invalid 

 

User 

Name 

Invalid 

fail 

4 Log 

Out 

 

Log out 

From the 

application 

Log out 

from the 

account 

Click on 

log out 

button 

Log out 

From the 

application 

Log 

out 

success

fully 

pass 

 

5.5 Test Results and Reports 

Test Reports represent the aftereffect of the test in a proper manner. Report contains the 

information which we assessed in an expert and sorted out way. Report describes the 

working condition and shows the outcome with test objective. By analyzing the testing 

report we can say whether the application is prepared to utilize or not. In table 5.1 we 
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portray the experiment no, experiment id, experiment depiction, venture of the 

experiment, expected result and what is the real result is and the experiment status 

which can be pass or come up short. Utilizing these criteria we stepped through a few 

quantities of examinations and got the precise outcome. The precision is 100%. In this 

way, we can say that our application is sans blunder and client worthy. 

 Stress Testing:

The reason for pressure testing is to improve that the up-and-comer framework doesn't 

glitch during pinnacle loads. We subject a high volume of information during an 

extremely brief timeframe. This reproduces an online situation where a high volume 

of exercises happens in spurts. 

 Cross-Browser Compatibility Testing:

This is done to guarantee that the web framework works and seems to be comparative 

on a wide range of programs. The testing is done on the most mainstream programs 

which are:  

 Mozilla Firefox

 Chrome

 Microsoft web Explorer Version 8

 Microsoft Internet Explorer Version 9

 Opera

The working of the web framework precisely equivalent to the majority of the writing 

computer programs is managed at the server. Notwithstanding, due to long going 

program wars there can be dissimilarities between how the programs decipher and 

render the HTML, and CSS sent to them can contrast.  

The framework additionally is tried at various screen goals to guarantee that the 

structure of the site and situating of the substance doesn't change a lot at various goals. 

The site is checked at the pursue screen goals.  

 800 by 600

 1024 by 768

 1152 by 864
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSION & FUTURE SCOPE 

6.1 Conclusion 

The design of this project "Astha" is finished with the assistance of HTML, CSS 

Bootstrap and Java script .We make the structure of the website by HTML5 and design 

it by custom CSS and also use some Bootstrap classes for better look. We used 

Bootstrap for more flexible and responsive website .We also use AJAX in the design 

of our admin panel and user cart where we can get real time data also can send data in 

the database in real time without reloading the page. For backend development we use 

php and Laravel framework and we use MySQL Database. We also design an Admin 

panel for the maintenance of the website. Here admin should login first for entering in 

the admin panel then admin can do lot of task like category management, product 

management admin can also see the order details .Admin can manage orders and 

process the orders. Our frontend design or the user interface is very user friendly where 

user can easily access and find all the things that he want. Our main focus is user so we 

are trying to develop it more easier and try to add modern technology for the best output 

and the efficiency. We will ensure the best security for the user’s information. Here, 

admin can alter, transfer, include the item subtleties. The framework is created in the 

wake of preparing every one of the periods of framework improvement cycle. The 

framework can be gotten to from anyplace from a program with the assistance of web. 

The enrolled individuals can see the site subtleties, request item and different segments, 

for example, criticism from other client and furthermore can reaction their own input. 

Authorization of any further change is the site is secure with the Admin. Our primary 

objective is the means by which to build up our rancher's economy by creating natural 

vegetable simultaneously How to convey new and natural vegetables to client's home 

with an insignificant expense. 
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6.2 Future Scope 

The project "Astha" is handy enough to reduce the pain of the customer. For 

Bangladesh, this is going to be the first online vegetable marketplace where consumer 

can be buying fresh and organic vegetable with a minimal cost at home. This project 

can come up with some betterment in future like: 

 Mobile application can be made.

 It can be available for the Other city in Bangladesh.

 Not only home delivery possibility of deliver product for restaurant, mega

kitchen etc.

 It will be upgraded in a nucleus site from where all the other affiliating site can

be occupied.

 Customer can contact with the farmers via our system

 We will made it single page website with the latest Java Script framework vue

js.
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